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 3. Problems with multiple sensesn1. Hand writing using a slatepen and n2. Using textured blocks to n3. using sandpaper in
wood working.5. Size sortingusing buckets of different sizes.26. Listeningn1. Simple stories with lots of picture books2. Card
games with simple rules3. Books with lots of pictures and minimal textn1. Gingerbread houses1. Dip your feet into icy water2.
The grasshopper game3. Haystack game (find a coin)4. Cake pops (guess their favorite flavor)6. Slime mold games (figure out
what shape the molds are)7. Wind up toys using string as a spring or pulleyn1. Juggling cards using any kind of objectn2. Doing

a handstand with a long piece of string tied around your anklesn1. Telling stories with puppets2. Telling stories with puppets
with different props3. Telling stories with puppets and props The average duration of a session at The Little Gym is 60 minutes.
At The Little Gym, parents are given a brochure of activities and they can select an activity. During the 30 minutes of a session,
4 minutes are devoted to each session. During this period, activities are presented by the program director, one at a time, and in

a counter-clockwise pattern. In our experience, approximately 5--10 activities can be accommodated in 30 minutes. The
program director selects activities which are suitable for the child's age and developmental stage. Parents may select any activity
during the session that they think is appropriate for their child. If a child wants to do something that is not part of the program,

the program director will redirect the activity. Informed consent and assessment {#Sec7} ------------------------------- The
research coordinator introduces the study to the parents of the participating children in the center. Informed consent is obtained

from the parents of the children. The parents are given the choice of signing the consent form with their child present, or
signing it separately, after which the child is not required to participate in the study. Assessment is conducted by parents and a

research coordinator. The assessments are completed at home and a brief summary is provided to the parent in their child's
session. These assessments include the Early Childhood Behavior Questionnaire (ECBQ) \[[@CR10]\] and the Strengths and
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